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Fuel cells o� er the potential of emission-free power generation. They generate energy through a 
chemical reaction between hydrogen and oxygen, producing only water as a byproduct. Clad metals 
are ideal for fuel cells because they can combine out-standing corrosion resistance, electrical, thermal 
and mechanical properties. They o� er designers unique opportunities to optimize performance while 
reducing weight. 

Etched Parts - Bipolar Plates & Fuel Cells

Compared to the conventional combustion engine, the fuel cell has much higher requirements for the 
compression and supply of air. Air must be completely particle-free at a constant pressure level in order 
to increase the longevity of the sensitive fuel cell. Thanks to our precision and the ability to etch the 
fi nest geometries, we can produce etched parts that mean, you no longer have to worry about particles in 
the fuel cell. Photochemical etching does not result in any mechanical or thermal stresses on the plates 
which could impair the connection between the stacks. This has a decisive advantage over technologies 
such as CNC processing, punching and laser processing. 

Our cladding solutions Advantages of Clad Metals: 

› Increase in corrosion resistance
  and lifespan
› Depending on the medium, Titanium,                          
  Nickel or other metals as corrosion 
  protection can be selected
› Vibration protection
› Increased sti� ness due to 
  Stainless Steel
› Faster and more uniform heating
› Avoidance of hotspots
› Weight reduction

Advantages of Etched Parts: 

› Realization of complex designs
 (channel structures) 
› Cost-e� ective tool production/design
› Burr-free, stress-free, clean & fl at parts
› Machining of thick starting materials   
  and thinning them out
› Channels with a depth of 325 µm 
  in 400 µm material are producible
› Wide variety of metal grades

Other possibilities:
Niobium / Stainless Steel / Niobium
Tantalum / Stainless Steel / Tantalum
Titanium / Stainless Steel / titanium
Platinum / Stainless Steel / Platinum
Tin / Stainless Steel / Tin
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